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and conservative. He wished to regenerate the nation
by the establishment of co-operative societies, from which
the light of the new wisdom might radiate.
In the second place, it is interesting to notice that,
while Socialism has owed a tremendous debt to the con-
cepts of Natural Law, English Socialism, as expressed
by the Owenite co-operators, drew its inspiration from
the school of experience and from the Utilitarian ideal.
When the London Co-operative Society was founded
in 1824 * the founders declared that happiness was
the true object of human exertions, and that it could
not be attained to without a knowledge of the principles
of society ; the inventions and discoveries that led. to
the production of an abundance of wealth could not
produce happiness unless corresponding progress was
made in moral and political science. Only through
such knowledge could man come to see that competition
and private accumulations or excessive inequality could
never produce happiness ; society must therefore be
built up on a system of mutual co-operation, community
of property, equal labour, and equal enjoyment/' *
Here is the * felicific formula * in full blast ; but the
music it discourses differs altogether from the economic
doctrine to which the Benthamites of purer blood were
now committed. Benthamism was fruitful of many
children : Natural Law had not yet recovered from
the disgrace into which the French reign of terror had
brought it, and the reforming Radicals, like Francis
Place, were at one with the anti-Parliamentary Co-
operators in acknowledging the greatest good of the
greatest number to be their goal, and in avoiding all
a priori assumption about the natural and imprescrip-
tible rights of man.
But   as   the   movement   became   more   extreme   its
1 Beer's History of British Socialism, p. 185.

